, mathematician, orientalist specializing in medieval Arabic science, and mechanical inventor, kindly allowed us to reprint the following revised version of a short treatise which was published in March 1974 by the foundation carrying his name, of which he is project director. The object of the Dr. Edward B. Plooy Foundation is the promotion of scientific and cultural co-operation between the Netherlands and the Arab world; the address of its office is: G 41, Ruurlo, The Netherlands.
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Arabic script derives from the same proto-alphabet as do all other alphabetic scripts. The proto-alphabet was a semitic alphabet of consonants, which form the skeleton of the words. From the skeleton of a word an intelligent reader of any semitic writing easily picks out the main radical consonants defining its basic meaning, because he is acquainted with the prefixes, infixes and suffixes, which are by no means specific for that particular word. For this reason it is very important that in a long row of characters the words are clearly separated.
Initially the words were often separated by means of dots and strokes. In the Aramaic branch of scripts as used by the Nabataeans the custom gained ground of linking up the characters of one word as much as possible, and of never linking up the last letter of a word with the first one of the following word. To this end many characters were given some kind of a tail, to indicate that the word was complete. The Aramaic script of the Arab Nabataeans became the script of the Holy Qur'an, and evolved during the following age towards a state of almost exceptional perfection.
From the same proto-alphabet derived the western alphabetic scripts like Greek, Etruscan and Latin. In these scripts the characters remained separated. Hebrew halted between two opinions, but landed at last in the western camp with unlinked characters. For non-semitic languages in which vowels play a part essentially different from their role in a semitic language, new characters were added to the original set of 22. For Arabic and other semitic scripts, including Hebrew, the vowels were treated as additional signs for correct reading, to be added or left according to circumstances.
That full vocalisation, as used for the Qur'an, is always helpful to the reader, is an unfounded opinion. The truth most probably lies midway. The invention of movable type for book composition manoeuvred Arabic script unto an unfavourable position. In the West, e.g. in Venice and in Holland, missionaries and arabists, moved by their wish to have religious books or their editions of great Arabic scholars and scientists printed in Arabic, in-duced their printers to devise movable type for Arabic script too. The Arabs, however, dreamt away in a long winter's sleep under Turkish rule and refused to accept the new technics that spoilt their cherished treasure. At the cnd of the eightecnth century a Turkish general, and soon after him Napoleon in Egypt, broke the spell. The Arab awakening went hand in hand with book production in the Gutenberg way.
However, while in the West type designing had already developed into an independent art of high nobility, Arabic typography never became an artistically satisfying activity. To meet the Gutenberg requirements the runninghand writing had to be misformed somehow and the number of individual types necessary for achieving a reasonably close approach to calligraphic quality was extremely high, amounting in fact to several hundreds. Original types were costly and counterfeits often of low quality. The introduction of hot metal composing machines with a limited keyboard meant that the number of individual types had to be drastically diminished. At the same time the need for printed matter increased, and so did the difficulties for the printers. Now the very survival of Arabic script for printing is at stake. For newspapers and the like, the present typographic system of characters on separate rectangles joined by squarely cut-off strokes, as used in lead type, may be used for economic reasons. For nearly all other kinds of printed matter this kind of script can never be happily accepted.
Fortunately the deadlock has been broken by the advent of photo-composition. This abolishes the need to place every character or sign on a rectangle, without overlapping.
In photo-composition elements can be projected over each other, ensuring a continuous line, and elements of given symbols can be arranged to hang ovcr or under the symbols which follow; in addition diacritical or vocalizing signs can be added at will.
My system, protected by copyright and by patents in the U.K. and The Netherlands, involves breaking down the continuous flow of true Arabic script into basic elements in such a way, that by projecting the elements over each other on photographic films or paper, the original continuity is restored. The illustrations show how this can be effected.
The system can also be adapted for use on a modified typewriter which does not move the paper carriage forward by a fixed amount, and which, consequently, allows for a certain amount of overlapping of elements. A working group, partly financed by the Dutch government, is co-operating closely with leading Arab authorities in the development of the system and its application to photo-composing machines and typewriters. The photographic processes for making plates or cylinders used in letterpress, offset, and gravure printing render it possible to reproduce texts from films or paper positives made by photo-composing machines or special typewriters. Such
